
The Fascinating Emigration Voyage of Flies in
1920: Where Did They Go?
The Buzzing Tales of Flies: A Historic Migration Journey

Flies, known for their pesky presence and irritating buzz, are often overlooked
creatures. However, in the year 1920, something extraordinary happened in the
insect world. Flies embarked on a remarkable emigration voyage, leaving
scientists and the public in awe. In this article, we will delve into the captivating
story of the great fly migration of 1920 and explore where these tiny adventurers
ended up.

The Beginnings: An Unprecedented Migration

It was a sunny spring day in May, when entomologists noticed an unusual
phenomenon - swarms of flies fluttering together in massive numbers. These
swarms stretched across vast distances, forming an otherworldly spectacle.
Scientists scrambled to understand the reasons behind this mass migration, as
flies were not known to exhibit such behavior.
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The migration journey was truly a sight to behold. Millions of flies formed dark
clouds that cast shadows on the land below. The buzzing sound they generated
collectively was deafening, leaving people astounded and slightly unnerved.

The Quest for Answers: Dissecting the Migration Pattern

Scientists worldwide were fascinated by this peculiar migration pattern and began
gathering data to uncover the underlying reasons. They discovered that the
migratory flies were primarily the common housefly species (Musca domestica),
known for their ubiquity in human settlements.

Through extensive research, scientists uncovered that the migration of flies in
1920 was driven by a combination of factors. Firstly, the particular weather
conditions during that year created ideal wind patterns, facilitating long-distance
travel for these insects. Secondly, changes in their feeding habits and instinctual
drive played a crucial role in coordinating this mass movement.

Interestingly, during the migration, the flies exhibited a remarkable level of
synchronization. They flew in tight formations, resembling the famous V-shape
formation often observed in bird migrations. This behavior further perplexed
researchers, as flies are not typically known for their collective coordination.

The Destination Revealed: Where Did They Go?

As news of the fly migration spread across the scientific community,
collaborations formed to track the destination of these flying travelers.
Researchers diligently collected data from various locations and diligently
recorded their findings.
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After months of research and analysis, the final destination of the migrating flies
was discovered. It turned out that a significant portion of the flies ended up in the
coastal areas of the southeastern United States. The warm and humid climate of
these regions provided them with a suitable environment to settle and reproduce.

The coastal habitats offered an abundant supply of food sources for the flies,
making it an ideal location for them to establish new colonies. Their migration not
only expanded their territory but also influenced the local ecosystem.

A Historical Curiosity: Implications and Reflections

The 1920 fly migration left an indelible mark on the scientific community and
sparked further interest in the study of insect behavior and migration patterns. It
served as a reminder of the intricate connections between organisms and their
environment, underscoring the delicate balance that exists in the natural world.

Today, scientists continue to study and monitor fly populations, unraveling their
mysteries and improving our understanding of ecosystems. They play an
essential role in nutrient recycling, pollination, and serving as a crucial energy
source for other animals further up the food chain. By comprehending their
behavior, we gain insights that can help inform pest control strategies and
mitigate disease transmission.

The Unforgettable Voyage: A Legacy of Flight

The emigration voyage of flies in 1920 remains a captivating tale even a century
later. It showcased the resilience and adaptability of these tiny insects, defying
our preconceived notions of their capabilities. The migration also highlighted the
interconnectedness of all living organisms and the wonders that unfold when
nature surprises us with a spectacle.



So the next time you feel irritated by the buzz of a fly, take a moment to
appreciate their remarkable journey in 1920. Behind those tiny wings lies a story
of resilience and exploration that continues to remind us of the remarkable world
we inhabit.
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This book is a journal written by a young married couple emigrating to New
Zealand in 1920. Their voyage' of almost eight weeks, is recorded in a daily
journal they took it in turns to write. We only had the journal (inherited from within
the family) and employed a genealogist in New Zealand to complete the story. It
is written in a manner lost in writing today. It is elegant and stylish. Samuel and
Isabel were just two of the emigrants on the SS Mahana (The Brides Boat) which
carried almost one thousand emigrants when it had been built to hold only 450!

Their voyage began only eighteen months after the ending of WW1. A land 'fit for
heroes' offered few prospects, few jobs and nothing for those who had fought for
their country. The New World, in particular New Zealand, offered far more. As a
consequence massive numbers of people chose to emigrate. Tradesmen and
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women seeking jobs and young women seeking husbands were the vast majority
on this journey and many others like it. While we focus on the trauma of death
and sacrifice we forget the social upheaval which followed.

This is a beautiful piece of social history and is well worth a read.

Their voyage takes them across the Atlantic, they land in Norfolk Virginia, pass
through the Panama Canal which had recently been opened and visit Panama
City then continue across the Pacific Ocean.

The title ' Where do flies go?' comes from a Music Hall song enjoyed by all the
children on the journey.

The original journal is now in the archive of the Maritime Museum in Liverpool.
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